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MAIN HOUSE SITE ANALYSIS

487 High Street
Northcote
Victoria, 3070

Currently a shopfront with attached rear dwelling:
Land area 170m2 
Floor area 150m2

The property is located in a pocket just after the popular strip of High street cafés and boutique 
stores, providing a less-competitive strip for conducting business. There are no other cafes in the 
immediate vicinity. 

In the same block, a multi-storey housing development is under construction. This follows a growing 
trend in the area for subdivision and high-rise residences to accomodate to growing housing needs 
and desires. This high-rise will sit in a family of contemporary apartment buildings along High St 
and behind Northcote Plaza. These high-density living options provide the clientele for a successful 
café business. 

Despite being cliche, Northcote is usually sterotyped as a bohemian, arts-based and left-wing com-
munity. Increasingly, however, the demographic of the Darebin area is incorporating a mixture of 
‘double-income-no-kids’ and mature professional families with young children. This culture would be 
supportive of a sustainable upcycled café. 

The site is located near a busy junction leading to Northcote Plaza on one side, and Croxton train 
station (Epping line) on the other side. The artery of High St supports further transport modes, the 
86 tram. This makes the location highly accessible to a large range of people. 

The building itself has a gorgeous existing (1940’s?) façade, comprised of two large angled win-
dows surrounded by small tiles. This gives the café a wonderful architectural history to use as an 
aesthetic reference. It might become a nice point of difference to the raw, industrial-inspired trend 
that many cafes currently follow.

With an additional West-facing entrance via a laneway, property gives the opportunity for a large 
courtyard that would catch much of the afternoon sun. Athough oriented East, this area could re-
worked for outdoor seating and/or a garden to grow produce on-site.  

design intentions

Inspired (and releived) by Cradle to Cradle, MAIN HOUSE will be designed from upcycled materi-
als, using sustainable materials where upcycling is not feasable. These vaules are validated by Wil-
liam McDonough and Michael Braungart who explain a design strategy that eliminates waste and 
offers a real solution for us to ‘have our cake and eat it too’. The simple, surprisingly overlooked 
system, involves biological and technical metabolisms whereby waste becomes food (as exhibited 
in ecosystems) or waste is upcycled into new products. The waste=food prniciple will be a design 
feature for both the construction materials and food production systems. 

The design soultions for MAIN HOUSE may also borrow from the attitude of maveric un-architect 
Michael Reynolds and his DIY ‘Earthships’. Reynold’s projects highlight the need for humanity to re-
connect with the cycles, resources and providence of nature. In some way, MAIN HOUSE intends to 
do this. MAIN HOUSE will be a move closer towards the paridigam shift in the way we (as a species) 
interact with the environment. 

The interiors may be borrowed from a Loosian style. Adolf Loos relied on the properties of the 
materials themselves to provide suffi cient embellishment to his interiors. In this way he is seen as the 
progenitor of modernist principles – truth to materials and functionalism. 

Research has also begun into food production systems and designing produce-focused seasonal 
menus. Annie Smithers Bistro in Kyneton as well as Pope Joan cafe in East Brunswick may provide 
examples of environmetally conscious produce cycles. 



site documentation

L-R: 1. STREET ELEVATION, 2. REAR COVERED COURTYARD, 3. REAR COURTYARD AND EXTERNAL CLEANERS SINK, 4. EXTERNAL WALKWAY ALONGSIDE REAR DWELLING

L-R: 5. INTERNAL EAST ELEVATION, 6. INTERNAL WEST ELEVATION, 7. SHOP INTERIOR SHOWING WET AREA AND COUNTER, 8. SHOP ENTRANCE

L-R: 9. REAR DWELLING LOUNGE INTERIOR (SOUTH ELEVATION), 10. REAR DWELLING LOUNGE INTERIOR (EAST ELEVATION), 11. REAR DWELLING KITCHEN SOUTH ELEVATION
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